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Photovoltaic generation and electric mobility are both disruptive
technologies in the power and transport sectors raising several issues
regarding power grids. Precisely, questions about synergistic potentials
when combining these two technologies have attracted academics'
interest. Recent researches on this topic demonstrate that interactions
between photovoltaic generation and electric mobility could decrease
the overall burden on power grids, and empower one technology with
the others specificities. Indeed, electric vehicles could use photovoltaic
energy and benefit from a low-cost and carbon-free electricity to charge.
In return, photovoltaic systems would use the bi-directional flexibility of
electric vehicles battery to maximize their self-consumption. As these
synergies operate, these technologies economic spillovers may
improve, stimulating their joint deployment.
The objective of this paper is to develop a systematic framework in
order to review the different under-lying conditions for synergy as they
have been studied in the literature. It appears that this synergy was
driven by technical characteristics as well as economic aspects. First,
this synergy happens in middle-sized spatial configuration (large
workplace buildings and charging station) and less obviously at other
scales and in situation of technologically diversified system. Second, if it
was poorly studied in the literature, the economic context (cooperation
level between stakeholders, regulation and policies...) of interactions
between photovoltaic generation and electric mobility is crucial for a
successful synergy. Finally, we identify several remaining issues about
these conditions that further researches could investigate.
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1. Introduction
Electric vehicles (EV) and photovoltaic generation (PV) 1 are two independent technologies disrupting
their respective sectors. In 2017 for instance, world EV fleet has reached two million units, while solar
energy has got the largest growth of all energy sources [1, 2]. Both technologies meet in power grids, in
a distributed way, and tend to develop geographically close [3, 4]. Many works have pointed out that
the flexibility of EV battery would be an excellent complement for renewable energy integration [5]. This
potential synergy should provide individual and systemic benefits, by decreasing both technology costs and
ecological footprints [6, 7, 8]. Eventually, it could even stimulate the development of each technology.
Nevertheless, several barriers exist for mutual beneficial interactions. EV and PV bring various technical and economic problems on power grids. These issues mainly result in additional costs on power grids
managements, which increase with the penetration of each technology [9, 10]. Moreover, a disorganized
EV/PV system can even reinforce these costs. Therefore, a growing literature has studied the combined
integration of EV and PV (or other renewable energies) in power grids. Several authors have written reviews
on the subject [11, 12, 13, 14] and have identified main technical features of such integration. Assessing
properties of EV/PV systems is a complex task as they depend on various technical, meteorological, behavioral, economic and political parameters. Moreover, the benefits of EV/PV synergy are often mixed with
other benefits belonging to one single technology (such as energy trading outside the system for instance).
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to build a systematic framework in order to assess EV/PV systems
properties and the conditions for synergy.
This framework allowed us to identify the main conditions for synergy, that lead to better economic
and technical efficiency and reduced ecological footprint of EV/PV systems. This synergy is determined
by a smart control strategy aiming at optimizing the power flows in the system, mostly by adapting the
EV charging to variations from photovoltaic generation. The spatial configuration of the EV/PV system
is a major aspect of the synergy. EV/PV couplings were particularly efficient in intermediate scales (large
workplace buildings and charging station). During the day, these configurations host a medium number
of EV, which facilitates the predictability of charging demand. In addition, this demand is adapted to
the PV generation profile and therefore, smart control is very efficient. On the other hand, the specificity
of EV/PV couplings is less obvious on other scales (households, territories) and technologically diversified
system. Generally, the literature did not assess the economic conditions of EV/PV synergy in a first
intention. Nevertheless, we were able to identify the key-aspects of those conditions. First, it appears
that the efficiency of most EV/PV systems was enforced by a certain level of cooperation between the
different participants of the system. Cooperation is even more crucial as it is needed where the potential
of EV/PV synergy is the highest. Then, that the interactions of EV/PV systems and power grids could
lead to additional efficiency gains for the EV/PV system and for the different grids. Finally, the economic
context (electricity pricing, entry barriers, support mechanisms) in which EV/PV systems were operating
has a major role in the synergy.
The remainder of the paper begins by exhibiting the motivation and the components of our systematic
framework. Then we detail the elements of our analytic framework with a third section exploring the
different technical aspects, followed by a fourth section exploring the economic aspects of EV/PV systems.
We will conclude the review by summarizing key-elements of EV/PV interactions and giving potential leads
for future research.
2. Description of the systematic framework
Future smart grids will gather multiple technologies such as distributed generation, storage and flexible
loads. Combining them optimally requires precise knowledge on the intricate interplays between technologies. Due to the vast diversity of possible systems and the numerous exogenous factors that influence the
1 Abbreviations: EV, electric vehicle; PV, photovoltaics; ESS, electric storage system; PVCS, photovoltaic charging station;
V2G, vehicle-to-grid; FIT, feed-in tariff; DSO, distribution system operator; TSO, transmission system operator
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Figure 1: Our analytic framework of EV/PV interactions.

systems performances (meteorological, behavioral, technical economic and regulatory), assessing the complexity of such systems requires various analysis perspectives. Such perspectives could be focusing on a
typical technology or on a typical configuration with multiple links between various technologies. We estimate that focusing on single links between two technologies (here EV and PV) is a relevant alternative
perspective to contribute to the understanding on future power systems.
We designate by the artificial term ”EV/PV systems” a technical entity that combines a specific quantity
of electric vehicles and a capacity of photovoltaic generation. Through the literature we reviewed, it appeared
that the constellation of EV/PV systems brings out several key-aspects influencing the potential for synergy
between EV and PV. Figure 1 describes those aspects in detail. Those aspects can be divided in the
technical aspects and the economic aspects. Technical aspects consist in a spatial configuration (house,
building, charging station or territory) in a technological environment (storage, heat systems, additional
energy sources or special network components). The performance of the EV/PV system relies on a smart
control strategy that optimizes the charging (and discharging if V2G available) with PV generation and
the various constraints of the spatial and technological environment. Beyond technical aspects, the EV/PV
systems, as most future power systems, depends largely on economic and regulatory aspects. More precisely,
we identified the main feature of the economic context as the emergence of cooperative behaviors inside
EV/PV systems, the interactions of the EV/PV systems with the power grids (distribution and transmission
grids) and regulatory and policies (pricing, entry conditions and support mechanisms).
3. Technical aspects of EV/PV synergy
An EV/PV system is set in particular spatial configuration and technological environment. The spatial
configuration designs the technical and organizational conditions where EV and PV technologies are meeting.
The technological environment gathers the other main relevant technologies that coexist and interact with
electric vehicles and photovoltaic capacities inside the spatial configuration. Finally, both technologies in
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their spatial and technological environment are combined with a smart control strategy. This section details
these three components: smart control strategies, spatial configuration and technological environment.
3.1. Smart control strategies for EV/PV systems
Smart control strategies are the core of EV/PV systems. They form the main lever which enforces a
potential synergy. Up to now, such strategies have been the most investigated aspect of EV/PV couplings.
In this section we review broadly the main characteristics of smart control strategies. These are the strategy
objective and the coordination method (optimization, heuristic, hybrid) with their data requirement and
control mode (centralized or decentralized). A key-element in these strategies is the ability of EVs to use
bidirectional flow (from and to the power system), namely vehicle-to-grid (V2G)2 .
3.1.1. Strategy objective
Defining a strategy objective is generally the first step of a smart strategy. [13] provides a review of
electric vehicles and renewable energy couplings by strategy objective. Those can be distinguished by the
quantity considered, whether it is monetary or physical. An objective is generally specific to a particular
organization of agents, the spatial configuration where it operates, and the technical means of coordination
it uses. A monetary objective can be increasing the revenues of an entity (e.g. a charging station), or
decreasing the costs of total energy (e.g. for a building), electricity costs (e.g. for a charging station), costs
of charging (e.g. for an EV driver), or costs of electricity generation (e.g. for a system planer). Alternative
objective can be energy efficiency or ecological footprint. With energy efficiency, the objective can be the
improvement of the system self-consumption, or the reduction of grid power imports, power losses in the
system, or system total energy. The ecological footprint can be direct or indirect emissions of carbon dioxide
or combination of pollutants. As we will see later, a smart strategy can also aim to combine several of these
objectives.
3.1.2. Control mode
In smart grids, the control mode defines the level of coordination of flexible charges and in EV/PV systems
almost exclusively EVs. This control can be either centralized or decentralized. A detailed introduction
to these concepts is presented in [16]. In a centralized mode, a special agent (the so-called aggregator)
manages the scheduling of the EV fleet charging. An aggregator can be the manager of an EV fleet, a
charging station, a district microgrid. This mode is advantageous because it provides good results, with
a good utilization of network capacities and ancillary services. Its drawbacks are that it requires a heavy
communication architecture handling large amounts of data. In a decentralized mode, EV drivers organize
their charging themselves by reacting to incentives of an aggregator. Examples of such aggregators include
the ones for centralized control, but also larger actors as the distribution system operator (DSO). Typically,
drivers are incentivized by dynamic electricity prices. Compared to the centralized control, it requires less
complex communication systems and has a better consumer acceptance. On the other hand, its gains are
lower and it requires a precise estimation of the user reaction to incentives.
3.1.3. Coordination methods
A coordination method is the mathematical formulation of the control strategy. It gathers together the
strategy objective, the control modes with the diverse constraints on EV (charging demand needs, battery
availability), PV generation, other technologies availability and other technical constraints (e.g. from power
grids). We distinguish coordination between optimization methods, heuristic methods and hybrid methods.
2 For

more detailed information, a technical review of electric vehicle fleet management can be found in [15]
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Optimization methods. One of the most common methods for energy management in EV/PV systems is
to optimize an objective function (based on cost, energy efficiency or ecological footprint). Typically, this
function can be the imported power from the grid (in cost or energy) over a given time. It can be also:
power losses, system total lifetime cost, and direct and indirect pollutants emissions... This function can
also be a combination of different objectives. As we will see later, multi-objective optimization methods are
an adequate way to simulate cooperation between different actors.
As an illustration, we formulate a simple problem for a system with an independent load, several charging
EVs and PV power. The system manager would want to minimize its grid power costs over a certain time
under the following constraints: conservation between energy produced (PV and grid) and consumed (load,
EVs and losses), EV charging dynamics, EV battery limits (minimal and maximal state of charge), power
limits for charging, possibility of bidirectional EV flows (vehicle-to-grid) and the state of charge required
by drivers. Such problem would require data on power grid prices, PV generation profiles, load profiles
and charging efficiencies. Solving an optimization problem depends mostly on the functional forms. Linear,
quadratic and more generally, most convex problems are easily manageable with numerical solvers. When
functions are not convex, genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization algorithms can achieve nearoptimal results in a reasonable computation time. As the problems contain several uncertainty sources (for
solar irradiance, EV charging demand, electricity prices...), stochastic modeling can be used. An objective
function would then be the expected value of the objective functions over different scenarios. Several
authors have incorporated stochasticity in their smart strategies. [17] shows that a microgrid revenue of a
difference between a strategy with perfect forecast and a stochastic optimized strategy to 1-9%. In this case
study, the range was comparable to improvement of a stochastic optimized strategy over the uncontrolled
strategy. Similarly, [18] show that a stochastic algorithm decreases forecast error by 15-30% compared to
a deterministic algorithm. Finally it is possible to use statistical methods to get prediction of EV arrivals,
PV power or grid electricity prices [19, 20].
Heuristic methods. Energy management systems of EV/PV systems often need simple logical rules to react
instantaneously to new events (plugging/unplugging of an EV, decrease of PV power, electricity price).
Ruled-based decision making provide a simple heuristic method to manage the system with little data
requirements for prediction. Typical example of such method can be found in references [21, 22]. [22]
shows that it can even provide results almost as good as optimization problems, while reducing the energy
management system computation time by a factor 300.
Hybrid methods. Optimization and heuristic can be combined as hybrid approaches. [23] define a smart
control strategy by a two level approach. Before every day of service, an offline deterministic optimization
gather data on EV charging needs, PV power and grid prices and a database of past optimal strategies. A
second step is a real-time approach that uses a machine learning algorithm (based on the database of past
events) and rule-based decision making. The authors demonstrate that such methods do not require any
forecasts on PV power and charging demand while getting near-optimal strategies. The hybrid strategy of
[24] consists in a dynamic price forecasting algorithm and a rule-based decision making algorithm.
3.2. Spatial configuration of EV/PV systems
Smart control strategies are designed for particular spatial configurations where EV and PV technologies
are gathered. These configurations bring specific constraints. We distinguish the following levels: individual
house, commercial building and workplace, charging station, or territories. In addition to spatial level
features, the number of EVs (or fleet size), the PV capacity and the aggregation level play an important
role.
3.2.1. Individual household
The smallest scale for EV/PV coupling to operate is in residential households. Several works have
shown that EV/PV coupling could improve utilization of those two technologies aiming at leading houses
towards the objective of zero net emissions over a year. Typically, EV charging becomes less costly while
solar panels self-consumption increases. [25] exhibits the conditions, based on a case study in Hawai, that
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would lead EV total ownership cost to be lower than their plug-in hybrid EV or internal combustion engine
vehicle competitors. Integrating EV in an electricity mix with high penetration of PV leads to much more
attractive EV. [26] studies the domestic EV charging in house equipped with solar panels. The authors
find that the effectiveness is highly dependent on the driver’s mobility uses. Indeed, a long-range commuter
does not take advantage of PV charging while private users with several daily travels at home benefit of
almost 70% of PV energy in their EV charging. Short distance commuters have around 40% of PV energy
in their EV charging. Electricity bill savings are rather low (around 100e per year) for everyone. Two
case studies carried for Sweden and UK, [27] and [28] are developing a Markov chains stochastic model
of energy consumption of households equipped with PV systems and owner of EV using real data. Both
studies show a poor EV/PV synergy. Indeed, most EVs come back home and plug in the evening during the
household peak load. As the authors do not define a smart charging, EVs only increase energy consumption
and its standard deviation. In both cases, they point out that EV disturbances on local grid (measured
by consumption standard deviation) are attenuated at large scale by statistical effects. For a microgrid
of a residential district (from one to a dozen buildings) equipped with solar panels of 10kWp each, [29]
seeks to minimize total operational power cost. These costs gather EV charging, V2G use, other types of
electric consumption and heating. By solving the linear programming problem, the authors find a 8-33%
cost reduction per building. Cooperation between buildings through direct power exchanges improves cost
reductions. Moreover, V2G use allows an extension of self-consumption, but has a very limited effect on
overall operational costs due to battery degradation costs.
[30] formulates a mobility model (with Markov chains) and a predictive model for the house load and
its PV electricity generation. The authors then develop a stochastic optimization model minimizing grid
energy purchases. By considering respectively a Tesla S and a Nissan Leaf, annual cost reductions are -493%
and -175%. We will note that those tremendous falls are due to vehicle-to-grid utilization, with high feed-in
tariffs and without taking into account potential cost on the battery. It is also important to note that
optimal charging is little coordinated with the PV generation profile. [31] combines a mobility model and a
building electric consumption model to simulate the energy management of a ”zero energy building”. The
authors quantify the benefits of Vehicle-to-House (V2H) for tens houses with one EV each. The authors
then determine the sensibility of their results to PV capacity (20-90kWp) to the degree of cooperation of
EV owners (i.e. their chosen state-of-charge fraction available for V2H). Two scenarios are simulated, with
and without electric storage system (ESS). Depending on the installed capacity, solar panels provide 2030% of houses loads. And depending on the authorized state-of-charge fraction for V2H, EV can provide
up to 30% of house power. ESS reduces even more grid power imports. [32] models the electric system
of a residential household (consumption, PV generation, ESS and EV). Once consumption is optimized, a
rule-based decision making algorithm is used to manage EV and battery storage charging in function of the
PV generation and electricity time-of-use tariffs. The proposed algorithm leads to a 62% decrease on the
electricity bill. The individual effect of EV on the total strategy efficiency is difficultly tractable compared
the stand-alone battery one, but its role is even greater that its initial state of charge is high. [33] uses
empirical data of residential consumption and PV generation to assess the effect of a combination of house
loads, EV recharging and solar panels. Using a commercial energy management system, the authors find a
30-50% reduction on the electricity bill.
Having an EV almost double the electricity consumption of a household, so having an own energy source
(as PV) makes sense. Nevertheless, it appears through the literature that a coupling of EV and PV inside
households can be beneficial, but those benefits are bounded by the utilization of EV for mobility. Indeed,
EV are usually away from home during the day and therefore cannot benefit from maximal generation of PV.
As we will see later, additional energy flexibility source (as battery storage or thermal systems) is beneficial
to the house energy management.
3.2.2. Buildings
In the case of individual houses, we saw that the benefits of EV/PV coupling could be limited by the
absence of EV at maximal PV generation hours. EVs should be parked at this time, whether at workplaces
or in other car parks. Given that those places should be able to host more EV, this would allow a better
predictability, EV/PV coupling should be more efficient to improve self-consumption in commercial or
6

workplace buildings. In a commercial building equipped with solar panels of 50kWp capacity, [34] seek to
optimize the charging of 12 EV by minimizing total electricity costs. EV mobility is modeled simply with
arrivals and departures hours, and arrival states of charge as fixed parameters. Smart charging defined on
PV power predictions allows to reduce electricity purchases from 6 to 15% compared to an uncontrolled
charging. [19] formulates an optimization problem for the charging management of 6 EV at a workplace
equipped with 9kWp of PV capacity. Compared to an uncontrolled charge, optimized charging allows to
improve self-consumption by 20-30%, while generating profits. [35] tests different EV charging strategies on
a large residential building. Depending on the number of EV parked, self-consumption can be improved by
20%. [36] uses a linear programming algorithm to define EV smart charging on a microgrid of a residential
neighborhood in a case study based on Dutch data. The microgrid has 31kWp PV capacity and 2-5 EV,
which charging demand is estimated using probabilistic methods. The authors find an improvement of 1338% of the microgrid self-consumption. [37] formulates an optimization problem to minimize the operational
cost of an eco-district microgrid with EV and PV systems. Compared to an uncontrolled scenario, optimal
management lowers operational costs by 70%. For a university campus microgrid, [38] develops an energy
management framework in two levels: the first one deals with energy exchanges with the grid while the second
one coordinates EVs charging. Such system allows to reduce imported power by 73 % and to improve selfconsumption by 50%. [39] develops a simulation model of power management of a workplace. By comparing
a ”classical” system (with an classical vehicle, gas and electricity heating) with a ”green” one (with an EV,
PV system and heat pump), the authors find a 40% diminution of primary energy consumption and 40%
diminution of CO2 emissions. [21] simulates the DC electric system of a building with 6kWp PV capacity
and a parking hosting 8 EVs. Energy management follows a rule-based decision making algorithm allowing
vehicle-to-grid. Compared to a dumb charging case, the smart charging leads to a decrease of 43% of charging
costs. [40] assesses the economic feasibility of a workplace charging station with solar capacity. The authors
use a stochastic dynamic optimization problem to define the smart charging EV that minimizes imported
power from the grid. EV arrival and PV power are estimated using probabilistic methods . Compared to
the uncontrolled charging with and without PV, smart charging with PV leads to a reduction of respectively
80 and 90% of imported power. Then, the authors develop an investment model to determine the pay-back
time of the station depending on user tariff and regulatory tools. Two case studies are made in two US state
with different solar irradiation and subsidy frameworks. The authors find that optimal charging matters
when PV capacity is low. In [41], an interesting sensibility study is made on categories of buildings electric
loads. Based on sixteen building categories (e.g. offices, hotels, hospital, schools...), the authors show that
the smart control strategy of a EV/PV building system bring costs reductions from 4% to 18%. Moreover,
the coupling performance is highly dependent on the building type and its typical load profile. For instance
warehouses, fast-food restaurants, hostels and supermarkets benefit the most of EV/PV synergy, contrary
to hospitals and health care centers.
3.2.3. Charging station
This section focuses on the study of EV/PV complementarity in the case of charging stations with
on-site photovoltaic capacities (noted hereafter PVCS) or off-site PV powerstation. Their purpose can
be commercial or professional (e.g. included in workplace). The number of vehicles involved in PVCS
management are diverse, since charging station goes from a small workplace station to groups of large car
parks. [14] provides a review of PVCS main techno-economic features with its environmental benefits. In
a Monte-Carlo simulation, [42] shows that the potential shares of PV energy in EV charging goes from 1%
to 72% without smart charging. Season and charging power are shown to be the main determinants of
the efficiency of the PV-based charging. Indeed, lower power increases charging duration and so PV selfconsumption. [43] considers novel technology of solid-state transformers to enable a flexible management of
a PVCS. The authors develop a rule-based decision making model in order to participate in ancillary services
for the grid. In their case study of PVCS hosting 60 EVs with a 200kWp PV capacities, the authors find an
increase of 200% of revenues from ancillary services compared to their uncontrolled case without PV. [24]
proposes an architecture for a PVCS with a hybrid control strategy. The authors’ smart control strategy
leads to a reduction of 50-75% charging costs, while increasing PV self-consumption by 20%. The strategy
does not particularly improve charging completion which stays stable at 85-92%. [44] seeks to maximize
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profits of a PVCS investor while considering the grid constraints. By optimizing the net present value of the
PVCS revenues and costs, the authors find that a smart charging of a fleet allows to increase owners’ benefits
by 10% while reducing 40% of the peak load. In their study of a small charging station equipped with up
to 10kWp PV capacity for a single EV (Nissan Leaf or Tesla Roadster), [45] develops a technical model
to introduce a smart strategy. Results show that vehicle-to-grid capabilities can be enhanced by 60% for
ancillary services. For a PVCS able to host 300 EVs, [17] develops an operational framework in two steps to
maximize the PVCS profits. A first stochastic algorithm calculates day-ahead grid power need and marginal
electricity cost for the PVCS. A second one optimizes the charging scheduling of EV. This smart strategy
increases revenues of the PVCS operator by 3% in summer and 10% in winter. [46] considers a charging
station hosting until 650 EVs and equipped with 100kWp of solar capacity. The EVs are divided in three
categories that define their charging profile: commercial (night charging), commuter (long day charging)
and opportunity (short day charging). The authors minimize the grid power purchases using different
optimization algorithms (deterministic and stochastic). Compared to the uncontrolled strategy, the smart
strategies double the PV utilization while reducing grid power costs by 86-95%. [47] studies the technical
and economic feasibility of a PVCS from an investor point of view. The authors investigate various designs of
the PVCS management (control strategies, storage). From real parking data, the daily correlation between
occupation profile and PV generation is found to be between 36% and 59%. In every case, the PVCS is found
to be profitable with a 7% interest rate on the period covering PV modules lifetime. [48] has been studying
the management of an EV parking lot in ancillary markets (regulation and reserve). Revenues of the PVCS
are defined by the addition of participation of EVs in various ancillary markets (energy, spinning reserve,
regulation up and down) and the charging and parking fees of EVs. Costs gather the purchased power
from the grid, penalties in markets, payment to EVs owners for their vehicle-to-grid services, and battery
degradation costs. In one of their case study, the distribution system handle a 200kWp solar farm. In this
situation, the authors find expected profits 5.3% higher than in the case without renewable energy. In this
scenario, PV and EV systems interact indirectly in energy markets. Noticeably, regulations market revenues
decrease (-2.6%), while reserve revenues remain steady and energy market revenues increase (+10%). [49]
develops a management model in which the PVCS is able to use vehicle-to-grid capabilities, to trade energy
and offer reserve services to the grid. The optimal strategy leads to a 250% decrease on the PVCS energy
costs on average along the year.
3.2.4. Territory
In this section, we review articles dealing with EV/PV synergy at territory scale. This scale is much
larger than the previous ones. It can be cities, regions, countries. Territories can host a large number of EV
and high PV capacities. The power grids considered are large distribution grids and transmission grids.
The issue of coupling EV and PV matters to companies with substantial transport and electricity needs.
[50, 51, 52] look at joint investments possibilities in EV and PV. For a Chinese taxi company, [52] uses an
energy optimization model to assess the net present cost and carbon footprint of combinations of technologies
(including grid and PV power, EV and battery storage). The authors find that grid-powered EV are the
most economical option compared to PV powered EV but emit twice as much carbon. Nevertheless, high
carbon taxes, higher feed-in tariffs and lower interest rates are as many parameters that can make PV
powered EV more profitable. In every case, PV-grid power is always less costly than PV-battery power
as the one power source, although it emits more than twice less CO2 than PV-grid power. [50] develops
a detailed decision model to calculate the economic payoffs of investments in EV or/and PV technologies.
Synergy between EV and PV is defined by the difference between net present value of optimal combination
in PV and EV, with the sum of net present value of optimal investment in separated technologies. In the
scope of managing a company fleet and electricity provision, the authors find a synergy of investment in
EV or PV. The key parameter appears to be the grid electricity price. Indeed, EV/PV synergy only exists
in a specific range of this price. Below the lower bound of grid price of this range, investing in EV only
is more beneficial, while PV technology dominates above the upper bound. In a case study focused on
Singapour, [53] models an aggregator controlling a large EV fleet (up to 600 000 vehicles) recharge. The
aggregator formulates a unit commitment problem in order to organize power generation of conventional
plants with renewable energy sources and different ancillary services. EV charging is incorporated with
8

different levels of complexity. If the authors conclude that smart charging only has marginal effects on
overall mix CO2 emissions, they show that it is crucial to cover regulation power needed by strong PV
capacities penetration. An increased EV share in the automobile fleet permits a larger penetration of PV
energy. For EV owners, smart charging leads to a reduction of individual charging cost. Moreover, CO2
emissions decrease by 30%. In the US context, [54] exhibits prospective load curves of a power system with
a large penetration of plug-in hybrid EV (for now preferred to battery EV in the US) and PV capacities (up
to 10%). Smart charging, synchronized with maximum PV generation times is evaluated by the peak load
reduction and PV energy curtailment (due to over-generation). A 50% penetration of plug-in hybrid EV in
the automobile fleet allows to reduce curtailments by 5-6% and a smart charging to extend this reduction by
1-2%. [20] determines a collaborative strategy between PV energy producers and EV fleets. PV generation
is scheduled in day-ahead with the system operator. The producer sends its generation prevision and is
penalized depending on its error of predictions. Vehicle-to-grid support of EV allows producers to diminish
their penalties. A particle-swarm optimization algorithm uses vehicle-to-grid capacity of an EV fleet to fill
the gap between the scheduled PV power and the actual one. Over a year, the authors find a reduction of
penalties by a factor from 2 to 10 for PV producers. Nevertheless, this strategy does not seem to bring any
benefits to vehicle-to-grid participants, while they support for their own battery degradation. [6] seeks to
maximize EV and PV penetration in a mid-sized city. Maximal penetration is defined by the distribution
grid technical limits. The authors develop a control strategy in case study simulating a smart grid of midsize city. Compared to an uncontrolled charge, the authors find an increase of the maximal EV and PV
penetration of 64% and 18%. In this case, joint CO2 emissions from transport and power sector lower by 28%.
[55] investigates the large scale effects of EV/PV couplings in households by extrapolating the results of a
study of 51 Japanese households equipped with PV systems and EV. Based on a rule-based decision making
algorithm including optimization tools the authors demonstrate a global cost decrease of 17% in the power
system. [56] determines the effects of a large combined deployment of EV and PV (respectively up to 2M
and 620MWp ) in a province of northern Italy. The authors consider three charging strategies (uncontrolled,
controlled with and without vehicle-to-grid), and formulate a unit commitment problem in the new electric
mix. The authors demonstrate beneficial effects in term of peak load and ramping reductions. [57] runs
Monte-Carlo simulations to estimate the different determining characteristics of joint EV/PV development
in Australia. Simulations use as inputs technology costs, fossil fuels prices and carbon price. The authors
demonstrate that beyond a certain level of carbon tax (typically 50$/tC) and with high EV fleet size, PV
become economically viable in the electricity mix. [58] studies the behavior of an aggregator in two ancillary
markets (demand-side management and outage management). 15000 EVs and 140MWp PV capacity are
included into a distribution system composed of variable weather-sensible zones. Demand-side management
strategy is found to reduce 94% of customer costs increase induced by weather changes.
At large scales, EV fleet can also interact with other renewable energy sources such as wind power. As
EVs and PV capacities are aggregated at high level, aggregators or virtual power plant managers could
include these supplementary capacities. Multiple studies have investigated the possible synergies of wind
power and electric vehicles [11, 12, 13]. Hence EV/PV synergy seems then less specific at these scales.
3.3. Technological environment of EV/PV systems
Systems with combined electric mobility and photovoltaic generation could include additional technologies in the selected literature. These technologies were included in the system (e.g. heating system in
buildings) or added to it (e.g. stand alone batteries). When taken into consideration in the system smart
control strategy, these technologies show have a more or less essential role that is important to characterize
in EV/PV systems. In this section, we will review the effects of adding technologies in EV/PV systems.
Technologies considered in the selected literature were: stand-alone battery electric storage system (ESS),
Heat-ventilation-air-conditioning (HVAC) of buildings, other energy sources (wind power, combined heat
and power units...) and innovative network technologies (DC systems, solid-state transformers, reactive
power control).
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3.3.1. Electric storage system
Stand-alone battery electric storage system (ESS) is an obvious technology when it comes to variable
distributed renewable sources. It allows a system equipped with variable energy capacities to increase its
self-consumption. In the selected literature, EV/PV systems often incorporate a ESS as an additional
flexibility source. We already pointed out that ESS can be beneficial in EV/PV systems especially when
EV charging demand and PV generation profile were uncoordinated, or when EV demand were not flexible
[59]. A few papers give us some insights on the actual added value of ESS in those systems.
[60] studies the influence of adding an ESS in a PVCS. The authors maximize PV self-consumption
using an optimization algorithm. Among their results, they show that the ESS could increase charging
completeness and decrease overall grid electricity exchange by a factor two. [61] builds a PVCS architecture
from several modules estimating EV arrival and charging need and maximal PV capacity and chargers
power respecting grid constraints. Then, the authors minimize the facility net investment costs. Operational
functioning are designed to minimize power losses of the PVCS. One main result in the paper shows that an
optimal charging station with battery storage reaches twice a better return on investment than a station only
equipped with PV. In comparison with EV charging demand profiles of [62] for PVCS, the authors analyze
the sensibility of their strategy performance to a 50% decrease ESS and PV costs. Results show that when
EV charging demand is more desynchronized with the PV generation profile, ESS reduction costs appears
to be more advantageous to the EV/PV system than PV costs reductions. [63] studies the influence of an
ESS capacity on the performance of the smart control strategy of a building EV/PV system. The authors
show that ESS efficiency is exponentially decreasing. 13% of the power grid reduction is achieved with ESS
capacity of 10kWh, while maximal reduction is about 25%, reached with a 30kW ESS. For a DC PVCS with
stand-alone ESS, [64] co-optimizes charging costs and ESS use (i.e. number of discharging of ESS). The
authors enlighten the trade-off between both objectives. Disregarding ESS use leads to a cost reduction of
half while disregarding cost minimization lowers energy use in ESS up to 90%. Already discussed earlier,
the authors of [47] show in their study of a PVCS from an investor point of view, that due to its investment
high costs, stationary storage led to profit loss of 58%. Nevertheless, as the battery price should decline in
the future, the authors find that delaying the ESS installation make it profitable.
3.3.2. Heat-ventilation-air-conditioning systems
Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) represent more than half of buildings energy consumption [65]. As a distributed energy resource, heat pumps are meant to play a role in smart grids [66]. Among
other, their interaction with PV energy has been noticed because of the heat pump peak shaving potential
[67]. While studying EV/PV systems [29, 32, 39, 68] considered additional residential heat pumps as part
of the smart energy management. In [32], the building energy performance is at first optimized, so the
influence of its thermal system on the EV/PV smart strategy is not visible. Along with its smart control of
households EVs, [29] utilizes an HVAC optimized management. By comparing to an uncontrolled case, the
authors are reviewing the performance of their EV charging and HVAC management separately. HVAC optimal strategy only brings a reduction in yearly energy costs of 8-16%, while smart EV charging only brings
a 12-20% reduction. Then, joined HVAC and EV strategies reduce energy bill by 19-33%. In this case,
HVAC and EV charging have comparable benefits when controlled smartly. Moreover, their performance
seems almost additive, showing that one management has little effect on the other. In [68], the authors have
shown that a large penetration of EV could alleviate a high portion of PV curtailment. They simulate a
similar scenario with as many heat pumps as EVs. Compared to the EV-only case, this new scenario shows
that the heat pumps allow an additional reduction of curtailed PV energy. If the heat pumps impact is
lower than PV, HP seasonal patterns are opposite to PV profiles with a higher use in winter for HP. This
is why there is an interesting complementarity to be benefited for EV.
3.3.3. Other energy sources
We mentioned earlier that many efforts have been done in investigating the combination between EVs
and RES in general. Especially, wind power interaction with EV has been widely investigated. Besides
this, aspects of EV/PV systems studies also included micro-CHP (combined heat and power) generators or
small fossil fuels generators. Micro-CHP units could show an interesting seasonal complementarity with PV
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energy. As CHP power depends on heat generation, its power is the highest in winter, contrary to PV power.
[69] studies the energy management of a workplace equipped with PV and CHP units and an EV parking. It
was not possible at first to discern respective effects of both technologies on the global system performance,
because of the magnitude of the CHP power (one tenth of PV peak power) and its synchronization with PV
power. Small dispatchable electric generators are included in [70] in their PVCS management study. They
can provide the additional energy source, if the grid power price is high enough or in an islanded mode.
Wind power, as the other major renewable source for electricity generation, is often considered with PV
energy [11, 12, 13]. Major differences with PV energy, are that the wind power peak is generally at night
[71], and that it comes in large energy systems. Those systems have large flexibility needs and therefore
only concerns large coordinated EV fleets. In those situations, EV fleet could charge with both PV (in day
charging) and wind energy (night charging). [7] presents a comparison of charging strategy based on wind at
night, and PV at mid-day. The authors develop an energy scenario for Portugal with among others, a large
deployment of PV capacities, wind power and EV fleets. They point out that with an EV smart charging
strategy, PV energy reduces curtailed renewable energy and CO2 emissions better than wind.
3.3.4. Innovative network technologies
Some innovative features regarding electrical network components can be incorporated in EV/PV systems. Those are: DC networks, solid-state transformers and reactive power exchange. While current power
grids use almost exclusively AC current, low-voltage DC distribution grids are regarded as the appropriate
framework for microgrids [72] . Such proposition seems justified because those systems will host mainly DC
distributed energy resources (as PV panels, fuel cells, batteries...). EV batteries run on DC current and are
therefore equipped with an AC/DC inverter that causes main charging/discharging losses [73]. DC systems
should therefore be beneficial to EV/PV systems. [64, 74, 21] also studied EV/PV systems in DC networks,
but no comparison were made with AC networks. [75] shows that for a small PVCS using a smart charging
strategy, a DC system increases energy efficiency of EV charging from PV panels by 5%. One could think
that DC networks would particularly be useful in larger EV/PV systems, using vehicle-to-grid technology.
[76] show that within a DC EV/PV system, revenues are increased by 0.5-1%.
4. Economic context of EV/PV systems
In the literature describing technical features of EV/PV systems, economic aspects are mostly taken
as fixed parameters (pricing, forecasting errors, drivers’ behaviors...). This is consistent with the technoeconomic approaches used, but it misses several issues that seem crucial to characterize the whole potential
of EV/PV synergy. First, the practical realization of such synergy remains tied by the willingness of
several agents to cooperate, especially when EV/PV coordination comes at some cost. These costs include
investments for hardware of the energy management system that enable smart control strategies, but also
learning and transaction costs. Such requirements can be related to the well-known economic concept of
the ”energy efficiency gap”, revealing that technical energy efficiency is prevented because of a series of
non-technical barriers [77]. Therefore the economic context of the development of such coupling should be
analyzed carefully. Keeping this is mind, we reviewed again EV/PV systems literature through a prism of
economic interactions and conditions (the second part of our systematic framework of Figure 1).
In this section, we will develop a review of mutual beneficial strategies in EV/PV systems and between
EV/PV systems and power grids (distribution and transmission). After this, we will discuss regulation and
policy issues that promote EV/PV synergy. As the selected literature does not address these issues directly
we will interpret them in order to answer those questions.
4.1. Economic behaviors inside EV/PV systems
Several agents can share the ownership of a EV/PV system. Two possible cases of cooperation can be
distinguished. First, when EV drivers interact with a charging station equipped with PV capacities (PVCS).
Second, where an EV aggregator (e.g. company fleet manager or charging station manager) contracts with
a PV energy producer. As we saw in the section on technical aspects, these EV/PV systems are located in
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intermediate spatial configuration (buildings and charging station), where the synergistic potential were the
highest. How cooperation will happen at these levels is therefore crucial. After presenting how cooperation
is described in the selected literature, we will review these two cases of cooperation.
4.1.1. Cooperation in smart strategies
To enable a smart control strategy, cooperation between participants in the EV/PV system is often
required. We present the implicit methods introduced in smart control strategies that take such behaviors
into account. First, we note that the issue of control mode has been widely studied in new energy systems
with cooperative and non-cooperative game theory approaches [78, 79] and agent-based models [80]. Mainly
studies involving distributed generation and storage have been studied in this literature, as in [81], and
could be easily applied on EV/PV systems. When an EV/PV system control strategy uses such methods, it
typically seeks to optimize its own objective function, along with the one of a another agent. Most common
multi-objective method is the weighted-sum method. For instance, let’s consider two agents in EV/PV systems with objective functions X1 and X2 . Without cooperation, each agent define its strategy by maximizing
(or minimizing) its own objective function independently from the other agent. With cooperation, agents
agree to define their strategy by maximizing (or minimizing) w1 X1 + w2 X2 . As pointed out in [82], w1 and
w2 can be interpreted as the preference of the decision maker towards the related objective. Alternatively,
αi
, the latter problem can
this method can be interpreted with game theoretical concepts. By posing Wi = X
i
be considered as the linearized Nash bargaining solution in cooperative games theory. The following Nash
bargaining problem would be to maximize (X1 −X1 )α1 (X2 −X2 )α2 under both constraints of agents 1 and 2.
In this framework, αi and Xi can be interpreted as the agents’ bargaining power and non-cooperative payoff
[83]. Of course, weighted-sum method can be extended to multiple objectives without loss of generality. A
Pareto frontier is the optimal solutions set defined by all the combination of wi . An alternative method is
the −constraint multi-objective optimization, as used in [84]. As its interpretation is less obvious in term
of cooperation, and its use much less frequent than that of the weighted-sum method, we do not expand on
this method. Cooperation between agents requires a value sharing scheme. This issue has been practically
unaddressed in the selected literature. Only in [85], a Shapley value method is used in a cooperative game
theory model to distribute the total benefits from the EV/PV synergy. More generally, the literature lacks
analysis of business models.
4.1.2. Cooperation between EV drivers and a photovoltaic charging station
An issue raised by studies in the framework of PVCS is the cooperation between PVCS managers and
EV drivers. Indeed, if uncontrolled strategies at least satisfy drivers’ charging needs, efficient smart charging
requires basic involvement from EV drivers, who should renounce some of their charging needs. A driver
can be more or less flexible on his mobility needs, environmentally friendly or willing to participate in the
power system stabilization 3 . Hence, charging station managers should give incentives to drivers to make
a trade-off between their own needs and the PVCS needs. In the literature, no behavioral assumptions
were made on EV drivers in term of reactions to incentives to cooperate in EV/PV systems. Beyond the
techno-economic nature of the selected literature, this point is yet largely unknown since no typical behavior
of EV drivers has risen yet.
[87] points out the importance of EV drivers preferences for their charging needs. From a PVCS investor’s
perspective, the authors simulate a smart control strategy in two scenarios where EV drivers are expecting
from the PVCS to handle the totality or only half of their charging needs. The PVCS operates with a rulebased decision making algorithm which prioritizes vehicle recharge according to their parking duration and
aim at maximizing their PV self-consumption. Results show that full charging service leads to operator’s
profits almost fifteen times higher than the case when drivers’ demand is only half of their charging needs.
References [8, 23, 85] define several charging modes at different tariffs. For all of them, users who require
charging should indicate a departure time to the PVCS. In [23, 85], there are two types of mode: premium
and general. Premium mode offers maximum charging power at high tariff while general mode follows the
3 On

the issue of willingness of of EV and PV users to create flexibility, [86] provides an interesting first study
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PVCS smart control strategy to define power delivered to the EV. [8] defines a more detailed business model.
Three modes are proposed to users: premium, conservative and green. Premium mode offers maximal power
at the highest price. Conservative mode offers charging at less cost, but not very different than premium.
Green mode only ensures that the state of charge selected by the driver is reached at departure time. In
the meantime, PVCS can freely organize the charging schedule of the green EV. In return, the offered tariff
is 15% lower than the premium tariff. Green mode also allows PVCS to use vehicle-to-grid capacity of the
vehicle as desired, in exchange for a remuneration for the EV owner (here at 85% of the green tariff). Green
mode can be interpreted as a cooperative behavior from EV drivers. The only inconvenient for the Green
driver is that if he decides to leave before his indicated departure time, his state of charge may even be lower
than when he first plugged. Committing to the indicated departure time is therefore a form of additional
cooperation with the PVCS. In the end, the authors’ simulations show a cost reduction of around 48% for
green users compared to premium and conservative users. For the PVCS, a 100% proportion of green drivers
leads to total operational cost reduction of 80%.
[38] proposes an alternative way to promote cooperation drivers and the PVCS to maximize PV energy
utilization. It defines a ”solar-friendliness index” for each driver, that measures the correlation between the
power consumed by the EV driver for charging and the PV generation profile. A queuing algorithm is then
used to organize the charging of a set of EVs based on their solar-friendliness index.
As we discussed earlier, [40] addresses the issue of trade-offs between PVCS owner’s revenues and EV
drivers’ costs of charging in the PVCS. Indeed, a PVCS owner has the dilemma of raising its parking fees
to improve its profitability. On the other hand, EV owners would prefer charging at home or somewhere
else if the parking fees are too high. The authors show by using a parametric analysis, that payback time
appears to be concave with parking fees, meaning that marginal benefits of increasing the fees is decreasing.
Compared to the charging costs of uncontrolled home charge at night, the authors are able to determine a
maximal parking fee. [47] tests different customer tariffs for a PVCS. They show that a flat fee (e.g. monthly
fee with unlimited free power for EV after) is much less profitable than a power-based fee.
As already discussed in [41], benefits of the defined collaborative strategy depended on building types.
Moreover, the authors show that the driver’s behavior has a major effect on the optimization of the building
energy costs. Typically it is shown that long and diurnal availability of EV is not always a necessary
condition for reaching best strategies. For instance a short duration availability is best fitted for a small
hotel. In this case, total costs are reduced by 18% because of the smart control strategy. Moreover optimal
energy needs for charging vary across building types from 20 to 70% of the state of charge of the vehicle.
Along with these papers, the literature on EV/PV interactions misses a proper realistic study on PVCS
tariffs from both station manager and user’s perspective.
4.1.3. Cooperation between an EV aggregator and photovoltaic energy producer
An EV aggregator manages the charging of an EV fleet. It can typically be a charging station manager,
or a company fleet manager. It can contract with a PV energy producer to form a EV/PV system.
When it comes to design a coalition of cooperating agents, it is important to assess the optimal dimension
of this coalition. [88] seeks to determine the best sizing possible of a EV/PV collaborative system. The
system is defined by a coalition of an EV aggregator and a PV energy producer. They found that a
EV/PV system added value depends strongly on the ratio of the average aggregated vehicle capacity over
the peak power of the PV energy producer. The authors determine a clear space of this ratio that makes
the collaborative system globally profitable. Nevertheless, the length of this space is strongly dependent on
the PV generation forecast.
[85] studies cooperative game theory model where owners of charging station and PV capacities are
different agents. In the non-cooperative case, PV producer sells its power to the grid, and the charging
station buys power also from the grid. The authors then propose a cooperative scheme that brings the
two entities in one coalition that maximizes the overall profits. Total profit is then shared according to the
Shapley value method. Finally, cooperation raises total profits of 20%.
[89] tackles the cooperation issues between a workplace building and a charging station. Building energy
system includes solar panels, a fixed battery, workplace load and a heating system. Charging station is
equipped with PV panels. The authors compare the cases without cooperation (separated optimization) and
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with cooperation. Without cooperation, both parties optimize their cost independently. With cooperation,
the authors formulate a multi-optimization approach with a weighted-sum on each agent costs (as described
in section 4.1.1) and exhibit the resulting Pareto frontier. The optimal weighting for the global system
leads to a cost decrease of 22%. It is interesting to note that global optimum is not the optimum for either
agents. For the building owner, global optimum leads to 23% higher costs compared to its own optimum.
At the same time, costs are 16% lower for the charging station at its own optimum compared to the global
optimum. One will even note that building optimum leads the charging station to a worse outcome than in
non-cooperative strategy. As stated in 4.1.1, weights can be linked to bargaining power in the negotiation,
these results show the necessity of a fair sharing of cooperation benefits.
4.2. Interactions between EV/PV coupling and power grids
In the previous section, we have reviewed collaborative schemes that would enable the EV/PV synergy.
Nonetheless, EV and PV are constrained by their environment, i.e. distribution and transmission power
grids. Integration of electric mobility in these grids has been widely studied in the literature [9, 16]. Benefits
of collaboration between EV entities (driver, aggregator...) and grids have been demonstrated. In this section
we address the issue of the integration of EV/PV coupling in the power grids.
4.2.1. Interaction with distribution grids
The purpose of distribution systems is to bring electricity from transmission grid to end-users. Therefore,
distribution system operators (DSO) design distribution grids and organize investments in grid reinforcements in order to optimize power distribution. Those heavy investments in equipment are made for several
decades. Regulation is then designed to remunerate DSO according to its costs. As EV and PV units are
generally directly connected to the distribution grid, the combined effects of EV and PV should be the most
visible there. To study the impact of EV/PV coupling, we start by reminding the individual effects of both
technologies on the distribution grid and then analyze how beneficial the coupling could be to it.
[90] provides an overview of the technical and economic effects of distributed generation on the distribution grid. Technically, photovoltaic generation in distribution grids leads to trouble in grid operations (with
congestion and over-voltage issues), difficulties in maintaining power quality (with increased harmonics) and
in keeping power losses to low level (losses are proportional to power variations). For the DSO, this results
in additional grid upgrading and missing revenues at short and medium terms. As [91] points out, any
additional costs for the DSO leads to an increase of distribution fees. With current regulation, this leads to
higher costs for non-PV users, while PV users do not participate fairly to their own impacts on the grid.
Regarding EV impacts, technical issues are similar: more difficult grid operations (phase unbalances, overvoltage, congestion), worse power quality (harmonics) and higher power losses. The EV impact is strongly
dependent on the charging power (from 3kW at home to 50-150kW with fast chargers) [9].
As an effect of EV/PV synergy is to increase the system self-consumption and to reduce grid power
imports, at first sight, wealth transfers should be reinforced. Nonetheless, EV charging could create an opposite effect. As EV raises substantially the owner’s power consumption, DSO’s revenues could be increased.
These new revenues could balance the DSO’s missing revenues due to PV self-consumption in the grid. To
our knowledge, the resulting trade-off and the appropriate network tariff designs have not been investigated
yet.
[92] distinguishes EV services in distribution grids between load (congestion management and power loss
reduction) and voltage services (magnitude regulation and unbalance reduction). A part of the EV/PV
coupling literature deals with improving its integration in distribution grids by diminishing its stress on
it. Although this literature is mainly technical, it underlines the beneficial effect of EV/PV coupling on
distribution grids.
Controlling local peak load is a prime matter in order to stabilize the grid. Some the authors have studied
local solutions to smooth load curves [93]. Due to its high initial cost (millions of euros), transformer aging is
an important feature to watch for DSOs. Congestion problems at transformer level (provoked either by PV or
EV) tend to shorten its lifetime, which diminish the investment profitability. The authors of [94, 95, 96, 97]
develop strategies for an EV/PV coupling to fulfill charging requirements and self-consumption with a
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softer impact on the transformer. [98] proposes a smart strategy based on technical constraints. It aims at
smoothing EV/PV coupling stress to the distribution grid. A smart strategy manages EV charging such as
PV and EV profiles are more synchronized which leads to a smooth transformer load curve. EV charging
led by voltage can avoid overloads issues and ensure the charging of a larger number of EV. Smoothing the
curve leads to lower power losses, as lesser high current and power variations happen.
A decentralized method of smart control strategies is to measure directly voltage profile of the system,
in order to schedule EV to smooth it [99, 100]. This results in lesser power losses in the grid [101]. In
the selected literature, [101] is one of the rare study to consider techno-economic aspects as exchanges of
reactive power between EVs, PV systems and the distribution grid. The authors’ method shows a 50%
decrease in power losses in the grid, buy only in costs decrease of 3% for the EV/PV system. For instance,
[101, 102] inject EV reactive power into the system, as it does not cause damage to the EV battery. As
pointed out in [103], EV/PV system benefits towards distribution grid may have its limits. The authors
provide a technical study of the effects EV/PV system on several aspects of power quality (voltages profiles
and harmonics voltage distortions). They show that joint effect of PV and EV can reduce the load while
improving voltage profiles on the grid, but does not really improve power quality (harmonics distortions).
For larger scales, references [58, 62] contain results that point out that a EV/PV synergy would be
particularly beneficial in weak parts of the distribution grid. Those results indicate that EV/PV synergy
could alleviate the distribution grid needs for reinforcements due to EV and PV. Nonetheless, this could
require a specific contractual cooperation between the DSO and the EV/PV system manager. In their study
on a PVCS system, [62] considers a grid in which grid strength (based on voltage magnitude) differs across
areas. Results show that the influence of a smart strategy is even more beneficial in the weakest areas of
the grid. Indeed, high power flows due to EV charging and PV power, and causes higher losses in a weak
grid area and maximizing self-consumption in this area manages to improve the EV/PV system efficiency.
This result is very intesting for the DSO, and hence could lead it to promote smart control strategy in
EV/PV systems. [58] studies coordinating strategies of EV and PV in a distribution system focusing on
demand side management and outage management. The distribution system faces weather change and risk
is diversely distributed in the fed zones of the grid. Demand-side management strategy appears to be more
efficient in the riskiest part of the grid with costs reduction above 94%. On the contrary, cost reductions in
the safest parts of the grid are in the range 76-90%. The authors of [47] show that allowing voltage support
from the PVCS (with a regulation price of 25.6e/MW/h) increases PVCS profits by 27%. As pointed out
earlier, novel power grid components as solid-state transformers or DC microgrid are particularly adapted
to EV/PV systems. As they constitute an valuable solution for its distribution management, DSO could be
tempted to install those technologies. This would indirectly create an incentive to exploit EV/PV synergy.
We can see through literature that a EV/PV system can interact with the distribution in a mutually
beneficial way. Technical advantages for the grid are obvious, but literature lacks a quantified study of these
benefits. The recognition of this systemic benefits should influence the potential regulation for EV/PV
system in terms of entry conditions, pricing etc.
4.2.2. Interaction with transmission grids
EVs can provide services to the transmission system. Those would mainly be frequency regulation and
peak load mitigation. Large penetration of intermittent and variable power as PV brings the opportunity
to contribute for EV fleets to smooth the PV generation at large scale. The first issue is the control of
the global load curve. In many regions, PV generation peaks during low demand periods and is low during
high-demand periods. As PV capacity increases, this leads to high power ramps in mornings and evenings,
namely the so-called duck-curve effect [104]. In addition, a large penetration of commuter EV that charge
during the evening should increase this effect. [54] studies a duck curve effect adding to a large EV fleet
charging. The authors show that a smart charging displacing all EV loads from the global peak load, could
diminish it up to 8% with 10% PV.
[102] presents a method to design a cost-optimal planning locations and capacities of EV charging stations
and PV plants in a territory. With a case study considering a transmission grid including 200000 EV charging
in around 35 charging stations and 5 PV plants with a total capacity 90MWp, the authors show that PV
energy manage to reduce the EV impact on the grid, and therefore allow substantial investments deferring.
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In [20], PV producers are penalized for their forecasting errors. Penalties are defined by the product
of the real-time electricity price, the forecasting error and a penalty factor which varies between three
deviation band errors. We already saw that the EV/PV coupling could reduce PV power imbalances by a
factor 10 and penalties by a factor 15. Moreover, an interesting sensibility analysis is made over forecast
accuracy. Transmission system operator would rather deal with participants with good prediction accuracy
and low forecasting deviations. A smart strategy would erase total penalties in an even more efficient way
when forecast error is low. Nonetheless, more money is saved when forecast error is high. Moreover, with
uncontrolled strategy, cost total penalty over accumulated forecast error is not dependent on the accumulated
forecast error. On tre contrary, with the smart strategy, it increases quickly. Therefore, once a smart control
strategy is used, it is beneficial to aim the smallest forecast error. In [49], the authors compare the different
effects of allowing a PVCS to trade energy, to offer reserve service, with an without V2G. They show that
without V2G, they show that once offering reserve services, trading energy on the power market does not
bring much advantage in comparison. On the other hand, trading is much more interesting once V2G is
enabled.
Another issue to be investigated is the possibility of competition between the participation of EV in
ancillary services and in the EV/PV synergy. Generally, frequency regulation is the most needed when the
transmission system is facing sudden large variation as during the daily peak load. Our insight is that the
correlation of the peak load with the PV generation peak is an important feature to estimate if EVs can
participate in frequency regulation while profiting its synergy with PV energy. This case of conflict can be
related to those identified in [105] between TSO and DSO services. On the other hand, frequency markets
are likely to be quickly saturated as soon as there will be millions of potential EV participants. As PV
stabilization needs will keep on increasing, this hypothetical competition issue may be irrelevant on the long
run.
4.3. Regulations and policies for efficient EV/PV coupling
In former sections, we showed that electric mobility and photovoltaic generation would have an interesting cooperation potential, and would able to reduce total costs of both technology, along with their
respective ecological impact. Also, the EV/PV coupling could even participate to the power system stabilization at distribution and transmission levels. In power systems, regulation and policies have a huge
impact on technological development. For instance, recent studies are showing that regulatory and policy
components have a prominent influence on distributed energy business models [106]. It is therefore crucial
to identify which regulatory and political tools and frameworks are appropriate in order to exploit efficiently
potentialities of EV/PV coupling. To our knowledge, only [107] provides a framework to analyze policies in
favor of solar-powered electric mobility. Such policies are not necessarily specific to EV/PV synergy, such
as carbon taxes [57].
4.3.1. Pricings
It is generally accepted that dynamic pricing leads to a better economic efficiency, and particularly in
demand response studies [108]. Especially because they reflect a better reality of the different costs. In our
literature, [76] provides a comparison of the efficiency of a EV/PV system with different tariff structure. The
authors find that revenues of a EV/PV system are increased by 0.5-1% with dynamic tariffs compared to flat
tariffs, while power losses decrease by 10-20%. [109] studies the effectiveness of different electricity pricing on
the profitability of PV-ESS system for German households. First, the high price of electricity in Germany
makes investments in self-consumption more profitable. Then, the authors study different network tariff
designs, which account for 22% of the electricity price in Germany. Those tariffs are a reference volumetric
tariff and the following alternative tariffs: a fixed charge, a maximum peak load tariff and a tariff combining
the two previous tariffs. The authors find comparable decrease of the net present value of the installation for
all alternative impact of the alternative tariffs compared to the volumetric tariff. Nevertheless, the decrease
is lesser when there is a smart charging strategy for EVs. In addition, the authors determine that time-of-use
tariffs does not significantly improve the performance of the EV smart control.
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4.3.2. Entry conditions
Regulation of the power system must adapt to facilitate new technologies diffusion (distributed renewable
energies and information and communication technologies) [110]. The design of those regulation reforms
would have to embrace lots of elements, while being conceived dynamically. In EV/PV literature, regulatory
is barely formally addressed, but some insights for appropriate regulation tools can be interpreted.
In the aforementioned literature, we saw that a new actor, the aggregator, was often invoked to manage
jointly EV fleets charging and distributed photovoltaic generation. [111] defines the different types of
aggregators in evolving power systems. The authors distinguish fundamental, transitory and opportunistic
values of aggregation. A fundamental value lies in intrinsic economies of scale of the aggregator services. A
transitory value is an aggregator service that could be potentially substituted by an appropriate regulation.
An opportunistic value comes from inefficient or inappropriate regulation, and is more likely to disturb the
power system rather than help it. EV/PV aggregators require a new regulation whether they would operate
at the transmission level (frequency regulation...) or at the distribution level. Aggregated EV/PV systems
in energy and ancillary markets require a novel regulation at transmission and distribution level, that should
include all distributed energy resources. The entry conditions of such systems should be similar to the ones
required by EV aggregators in order to participate in those markets. Frequency market is thought to be
the most realistic market for EVs to participate [9]. For many countries (France, USA), this would require
a deep reform of energy markets design [112]. Nonetheless, allowing EV aggregators to contract with a
PV powerstation to lower its forecast errors could be an alternative and/or complementary solution as EV
participation in ancillary markets.
We saw that EV/PV coupling could be particularly beneficial for the distribution system and its operator.
EV/PV systems in households, buildings and charging station should have entry issues as the site manager
is in charge of the power system of the spatial configuration. For larger configuration, there is not yet
any framework enabling DSO to contract flexibility services [9]. A recent work ([92]) proposes a regulation
framework and road-map for EV integration in distribution systems.
4.3.3. Support mechanisms
Feed-in tariffs and other subsidies are commonly used by governments to stimulate PV technology development while EV is also heavily subsidized in many countries.
By taking different levels of FITs, [19] shows that the lower the FIT is, the more efficient the EV/PV
coupling will be. Indeed, high FITs incentivize PV capacity owners to sell their whole production to the
grid instead of cooperating with an EV fleet, that have to charge only using the grid. [113] shows that low
FIT make profitable investments on both PV and EV compared to PV and classical vehicles.
In a Belgium context, [51] uses a multi-objective framework (investment costs and ecological footprint
under the constraints of transport and power needs) to design company transport fleet and power system.
The authors exhibit the Pareto of technology combinations investment in function of life-cycle CO2 emissions and either initial required investments (bounded rationality) or life-cycle economic cost (complete
rationality). Without subsidy, the authors show a clear trade-off between economical (classical vehicle and
grid electricity) and ecological (EV and PV electricity) options. Applying the actual governmental subsidies
on both PV and EV make the EV/PV coupling the economic optimum as well as ecological for an investor
with complete rationality. Nonetheless, if the investor has a bounded rationality, the latter result is less
clear. In a similar way, [47] studies the influence of investment subsidies on the payback time of a PVCS.
Payback time decreases linearly with the level of subsidy, from 14 years without subsidy to 6 years with a
50% investment subsidy.
Synergy between EV and PV raises an issue on the efficiency of public policy. In many countries,
both technologies are subsidized, while the synergy between them is not considered in the policy. Thus
the efficiency of combined separated subsidy policies seems questionable, especially since these technologies
are more and more likely to be acquired jointly, as pointed out in [3]. Therefore, it is also possible that
subsiding features of the EV/PV synergy, as PVCS, smart buildings, or energy management systems, would
be particularly efficient for both EV and PV development. To our opinion, this issue deserves a more detailed
investigation.
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5. Conclusion and recommendations
The forthcoming energy transition should bring complex technological systems in which each technology
development will be closely linked together. The nature of these interactions and the understanding of their
technical and economic determinants shall influence the pace of the transition towards more sustainable industrial systems. This paper focuses on one of these links between two apparently independent technologies:
the potential synergy between electric mobility and photovoltaic generation. Based on a thorough literature
review, we presented a precise description of EV/PV systems.
We showed how one technology could benefit from the other. This synergy has been analyzed in a
framework distinguishing EV/PV systems in three components: its smart control strategy, its spatial configuration and its technological environment. From our point of view, it is difficult to determine on general
effect of EV/PV synergy on both technologies lifetime costs due to the variety of the different influencing
parameters. A specific study should then be conducted.
Then, we investigated the economic context of such synergy. Although the literature that we reviewed
was mainly technical, we exhibited some elements on how EV/PV synergy was reinforced by cooperation
between technology owners inside EV/PV systems, mutually beneficial interactions between EV/PV systems
and power grids (transmission and distribution) and appropriate regulations and policy.
Our systematic framework allowed us to explore deeply the main aspects of the constellation of EV/PV
couplings. In particular, such framework helped us to address economic issues that were poorly studied in
the literature. In our opinion, such tool can be useful to analyze other systems where several technologies
meet. For instance, it would be possible to apply this framework to the gathering of power generation
technologies and heat systems (e.g. PV and combined heat and power) or other transport systems (e.g.
biogas or hydrogen powered vehicles). In addition to the technical aspects and the economic context of a
system, this framework could include social acceptance as a third aspect as this topic is crucial in smart
grids [114].
This review led us to enlighten unanswered questions worth, according to us, further investigation. First,
the litterature we reviewed is not able to indicate a realistic typical decrease for EV on its lifetime costs
in a territory covered by EV/PV systems. Then, the issue of cooperation between stakeholders taking
place in EV/PV systems still needs clarifications. In particular, the various behaviors of participants that
would enable EV/PV synergy (transaction costs, reaction to pricing incentives...) require a precise study.
Along with this, the sharing of the added value of the synergy between system participants remain a key
issue. Practically, this requires knowledge on the appropriate business models that would be best suited
for the car industry to give incentives to car owners to adopt smart charging. According to us, an efficient
EV/PV synergy requires certain levels of EV and PV in the system. Therefore, the efficient EV fleets and
PV capacities developments in order to benefit from EV/PV synergies in a particular territory should be
investigated. Also, the combined effect of EV and PV integration in distribution grid on the operator’s
revenue seems a crucial issue that should be investigated. The natural extension of such question would
be to determine which tariff design would be appropriate for a distribution system with joint EV and PV
systems. Finally, as both electric mobility and photovoltaic generation are subsidized separately, there may
be a public policy taking into account the synergy that would be more efficient. Then, a practical regulation
that would target specifically the synergy should be defined.
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